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Abstract

A wide range of estimates exists for the radiative forcing of the aerosol effect on cloud
albedo. We argue that a component of this uncertainty derives from the use of a wide
range of observational scales and platforms. Aerosol affects cloud properties at the
microphysical scale, or the “process scale” but observations are most often made of5

bulk properties over a wide range of resolutions, or “analysis scales”. We show that
differences between process and analysis scales incur biases in quantification of the
albedo effect through the impact that data aggregation has on statistical properties of
the aerosol or cloud variable, and their covariance. Measures made within this range
of scales are erroneously treated as equivalent, leading to a large uncertainty in asso-10

ciated radiative forcing estimates. Issues associated with the coarsening of observa-
tional resolution particular to quantifying the albedo effect are discussed. Specifically,
the omission of the constraint on cloud liquid water path and the separation in space of
cloud and aerosol properties from passive, space-based remote sensors dampen the
measured strength of the albedo effect. Based on our understanding of these biases15

we propose a new approach for an observationally-based, robust method for estimat-
ing aerosol indirect effects that can be used for radiative forcing estimates as well as a
better characterization of the uncertainties associated with those estimates.

1 Introduction

Boundary layer clouds have been identified as a major source of uncertainty in cli-20

mate sensitivity and climate change (Bony and Dufresne, 2006; Medeiros et al., 2008).
The influence of aerosol particles on these clouds, via modification to microphysical
processes, further contributes to this uncertainty. Aerosol has potentially substantial
impacts on cloud radiative forcing (“aerosol indirect effects”), cloud-climate feedbacks,
and water resources through changing patterns of precipitation; however, quantifying25
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the associated mechanisms and impacts through observation, and representing those
processes in models, has proven to be extremely challenging.

Of several defined indirect effects, only the first aerosol indirect effect, or albedo effect
(Twomey, 1974), has been considered a radiative forcing, rather than a feedback, and
therefore included in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Forster, 2007)5

radiative forcing estimates. The sign of its forcing is agreed to be negative but there is
a wide range in the estimated magnitude. This IPCC estimate comprises results from
general, circulation models (GCM) and includes no estimates from observations alone.
A few studies have produced purely observationally based estimates of the first indirect
effect radiative forcing (e.g. Quaas et al., 2008; Lebsock et al., 2008) and inverse cal-10

culations based on observations have also been performed (e.g. Murphy et al., 2009).
These tend to be at the low end of the range produced by GCMs. Other indirect effects
related to cloud water variability and precipitation that potentially affect cloud amount
and lifetime, are considered feedbacks, and have a poorly quantified impact on the ra-
diation budget (Quaas et al., 2009; Lohmann et al., 2010). The numerous studies that15

have attempted to assess the magnitude of these effects have generated conflicting
answers, and even the sign of the cloud water response to changes in the aerosol is in
question (Albrecht, 1989; Ackerman et al., 2004; Brenguier et al., 2003; Matsui et al.,
2006; Xue et al., 2008; Lebsock et al., 2008).

Regardless of the somewhat arbitrary distinction between the “forcing” and “feed-20

back” nature of aerosol-cloud interactions, we argue that important observational as-
pects of aerosol-cloud interactions have not been adequately addressed. First, ob-
taining direct, independent, and collocated measurements of each pertinent variable
is difficult. Further, there is a range of observational scales or “analysis scales” to
consider that are usually different from the scale of the driving mechanism or “pro-25

cess scale”. The most accurate representation of a process results from an analysis
in which the process scale and analysis scale are the same. Scale is a quality intrinsic
to every property and process, and yet, as this examination of aerosol-cloud interac-
tions will show, has not been fully considered in current observational efforts. Current
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analyses of the cloud-albedo effect span scales from the microphysical to the global
(see references in Table 1). This spectrum of analyses has grown out of an interest
to link important microphysical processes with the resulting radiative impacts at larger,
climatically relevant scales. Without discounting the potential importance of microphys-
ical processes resulting in emergent properties at larger-scales, the scales of interest5

for radiative forcing (meso-to-global scale) are different from the microphysical scale
at which the driving processes operate. Using the same methodology for quantifying
aerosol-cloud interactions with inputs at different scales produces results that are not
equivalent to each other and care must be taken in their interpretation. The physi-
cal meaning of typical quantified values found in the literature from this spectrum of10

scales has, thus far, not been characterized. It is our assertion that disparities in scale
among various physical processes, inconsistencies in scale among observations from
various platforms, and disparities in the scales of representations (parameterizations)
in models is responsible for a large part of the confusion in estimating the magnitude
of indirect effects. This paper explores the impact of scale on quantifying aerosol-cloud15

interactions and their radiative forcings, and considers options for more accurate and
relevant observational radiative forcing estimates.

2 Aggregation and scale biases in statistics

2.1 Current state of understanding aerosol-cloud interactions

Among the aerosol indirect effects, the IPCC estimates the radiative forcing of the first20

indirect effect, or albedo effect (Twomey, 1974) only. This quantity has the largest un-
certainty of all of the radiative forcings and is also the only estimate derived solely
from model results. A breakdown of the radiative forcing estimates by each of the
IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) models is shown in Fig. 1a. The closed circles
indicate models that represent the cloud-albedo effect through the use of drop activa-25

tion parameterizations and the open circles indicate models that use satellite-based
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empirical parameterizations. The models that apply empirical relationships between
cloud and aerosol properties consistently predict the weakest radiative forcing. The
latter are similar in magnitude to the purely satellite-based assessments such as those
reported e.g. by Quaas et al. (2008), although these estimates are not included in AR4.

Empirical estimates of aerosol-cloud interactions derive from a range of in situ air-5

borne measurements, ground-based remote sensing, and space-based remote sens-
ing of aerosol and cloud properties. Twomey (1974) used airborne, process-scale
measurements to show that an increase in cloud condensation nuclei from pollution
would result in brighter clouds by increasing cloud optical depth, all else being equal.
This approach required the cloud water variable be constrained in order to assess10

the impact of the aerosol on cloud albedo while controlling for other impacts on the
cloud albedo. To quantify the microphysical component of the albedo effect, Feingold
et al. (2001) proposed a metric IE=−d ln re/d ln τa, where re is the cloud drop effective
radius and τa, the aerosol optical depth and holding cloud liquid water constant for all
calculations. Later, the terminology for this calculation was changed to ACI (aerosol-15

cloud interactions) to clarify that the result represents not the indirect effect, which is
a response of cloud albedo to aerosol, but instead the microphysical response of the
albedo effect (McComiskey et al., 2009). Several other terminologies have been used
in the literature, but for consistency ACI will be used throughout this work.

ACI has been reported or derived from measurements published in the literature20

for almost two decades. A variety of proxies has been used to represent the aerosol
particles affecting the cloud, including aerosol number concentration Na, aerosol optical
depth τa, and aerosol index (AI) (the product of τa and the Ångstrom exponent), all of
which will henceforth be denoted by α. Similarly, various proxies have been used to
represent the cloud response to the change in aerosol, e.g. cloud optical depth τc,25

cloud drop number concentration Nd, and re. Using data for which the analysis scale
closely matched the process scale, McComiskey et al. (2009) showed empirically that
there is consistency amongst calculations of ACI using different microphysical proxies,
provided the appropriate constraint on cloud liquid water path L is applied. Thus,
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ACIτ =
∂lnτc

∂lnα
0<ACIτ <0.33 (1a)

ACIr =−
∂lnre

∂lnα
0<ACIτ <0.33 (1b)

ACIN =−
d lnNd

d lnα
0<ACNN1 (1c)5

ACIτ =−ACIr =1/3ACIN. (1d)

Figure 1b presents a representative selection of ACIτ values (0≤ACI≤0.33) from the
literature originating from a range of observational platforms. Closed symbols denote
studies where calculations were constrained by L and open symbols denote studies for
which this constraint was ignored. It is clear that quantification of the albedo effect is10

sensitive to scale and to the constraint on L. The studies that occupy the coarsest res-
olutions on this plot were intentionally undertaken at resolutions that are comparable
to GCM grid cell sizes in order to produce evaluation datasets or empirical parameter-
izations for those models. The association between weak radiative forcing and these
coarse-scale parameterizations as opposed to stronger radiative forcing from both mi-15

crophysical scale observations and model schemes becomes evident.
Published ACI values span almost the entire physically meaningful range from 0 to

0.33 (see Table 1). Data types used as input to these calculations range from those
in which the process and analysis scales are closely matched to those in which the
analysis scales are highly aggregated relative to the process scale. This begs the20

question: to what extent are these values meaningful and useful?
Observational estimates of the albedo effect have been omitted in the overall ra-

diative forcing estimate of the albedo effect in the IPCC AR4, so we perform rough
calculations based on ACI. At the right of Fig. 1a, the overall IPCC radiative forcing
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(grey bar with range) is compared to a rough, 1-D (plane-parallel) calculation of what
the range of forcing for the observations in Fig. 1b would be, following radiative transfer
calculations in McComiskey and Feingold (2008). The calculations assume a factor of
3 increase in cloud condensation nucleus concentrations NCCN and a global average
liquid water cloud cover of 25 % with mean L=125 g m−2. ACI is varied over nearly the5

entire range of observed values from Fig. 1b. The result is a range in forcing from −0.2
to −3.9 Wm−2, much larger than the range estimated from GCMs. Figure 2 shows the
variability in forcing as a function of ACI for various L and (CCN) perturbations for 1-D
or plane-parallel conditions (100 % cloud cover). While this is a rudimentary estimate
of the range of radiative forcing from observations with broad assumptions, it illustrates10

that observationally-based radiative forcing estimates of this kind are too variable to be
useful.

If uncertainties in radiative forcing of aerosol indirect effects are to be reduced, it
is necessary to understand what drives the scale biases seen in Fig. 1, both in how
they relate to quantifying the albedo effect, and also in how they may bias analyses15

of all indirect effects including, for example, the impact of aerosol on cloud cover or
precipitation. In the following sections, we attempt to define the factors contributing to
these biases and provide some potential solutions that allow for a useable observation-
ally based estimate as well as a more useful empirical parameterization or evaluation
dataset for models.20

2.2 Scale and statistics

The concept of “ecological fallacy” gained much attention in that field when Robin-
son (1950) illustrated that inferring characteristics of relationships among individuals
from area-aggregated units did not produce reliable results. Since then, the difficulty
in producing reliable statistics from aggregated areal data has been a subject of much25

concern in fields such as ecology and geography. We will borrow from the field of
geography, where the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP) (Openshaw, 1984) has
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been used to describe the effect of level of aggregation (the scale problem) on uni- and
multi-variate statistics.

It has long been understood that aggregation of data causes biases and error in sta-
tistical inferences through its smoothing effect on the data. Signals that occur at scales
smaller than the analysis scale will be lost at coarser resolutions. This effect can be5

visualized very simply using the examples in Fig. 3. The top row provides a simple and
contrived example (from Jelinski and Wu, 1996) for which the variance s2 goes to zero
with increased aggregation. The bottom row presents randomly generated numbers
between 0 and 1 for which the variance is substantially diminished with aggregation.
Note that for aggregation that involves direct averaging of adjacent cells on a regular10

grid the mean µ is unaffected.
The ensuing effects of aggregation and loss of variance on common calculations

of statistics such as the correlation coefficient and regression coefficients, as used in
the quantification of aerosol-cloud interactions, are relatively well understood; however,
these effects are almost never discussed (exceptions to be discussed later) when in-15

ference is made from analyses of ACI at varying scales in the literature (Fig. 1).

2.2.1 Scale and ACI calculations

Cloud responses to changes in aerosol are typically represented by power-law func-
tions. Using a linear regression between aerosol and cloud properties y =a+bx, where
y is the logarithm of the cloud property (dependent variable) and x is the logarithm of20

the aerosol property (independent variable), ACI is simply an estimator of the regres-
sion slope b, which can be defined as

b̂= rxy
sy
sx

or ACI= raerosol,cloud
scloud

saerossol
(2)
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The correlation coefficient is

rxy =
COV(xy)
sxsy

(3)

with COV(x,y) the covariance between x and y , and sx the standard deviation of n
samples of variable x with mean x̄. The standard deviation, the square root of the
variance s2, is5

s=

√∑
i (x− x̄)−2

n−1
(4)

Hence, changes in ACI with aggregation will be a function of the relative rate of change
in the variance of each of the logarithms of aerosol and cloud properties employed and
in the change in covariance between the two. It will be shown that the rate of change
in s2 with aggregation or scale changes is dependent on the characteristics and the10

distributions of the properties of interest.
Numerous empirical studies addressing the MAUP have shown that increasing the

level of aggregation results in a loss of variance, leading to an increase in rxy (Open-
shaw, 1984; Fotheringham and Wong, 1991; Amrhein, 1995). In fact, the literature
shows that almost any value of r can be obtained for a dataset by averaging to differ-15

ent degrees over space and time. Studies addressing aerosol-cloud interactions have
presented r or r2 alone or with ACI as evidence of indirect effects, which may be mis-
leading, depending on the level of aggregation of the data considered. Spread in the
data may vary depending on whether factors other than aerosol concentration are driv-
ing variability in cloud properties. The correlation is not a measure of the degree of the20

association between aerosol and cloud properties, only a measure of how completely
variations in aerosol affect variations in cloud properties.

Sekiguchi et al. (2003) provide an example from AVHRR data that are successively
averaged in space and time, showing that with aggregation, r increases rapidly (see
their Fig. 2). They argue that more highly aggregated data provide a better estimate of25
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the effect due to a higher correlation. While r represents the goodness-of-fit of a linear
regression model in this case, it cannot necessarily be used as an indicator of the best
scale at which to analyze the relationship between aerosol and cloud. We will provide
evidence that while disaggregated data may exhibit a wider spread, the fit to this data
more accurately represents aerosol-cloud processes and that r or r2 should not be5

used as a criterion in determining the fitness of datasets for quantifying the albedo
effect.

If the data are properly constrained by cloud liquid water when performing calcula-
tions, the quantification of the albedo effect from disaggregated data by the regression
slope, regardless of their spread, will be more accurate because measurements were10

made at the scale of the process. Confidence in that measure should be evaluated by
a statistical significance test (p-value) of the regression, regardless of the correlation
coefficient, although the two are generally related. Grandey and Stier (2010), in testing
the sensitivity of ACI to aggregation of MODIS data, show that as spatial resolution de-
creases (becomes coarser), the number of statistically significant regressions across15

the globe increases substantially. Their exercise illustrates how care must be taken in
interpretation of results given the nature of the data used for the analysis.

2.2.2 Measurements and ACI calculations

Measurement approach dictates whether data is disaggregated or aggregated and also
the degree of aggregation. In any approach to observation, instrument resolution is20

dependent on limitations generated by integration time and sensor field-of-view. In the
case of aerosol or cloud drop concentration, in situ data are generally disaggregated
data, as the basic unit of measure is the particle. Temporal resolution is often maxi-
mized for in situ observations, within instrumental constraints, as the interest is typically
on the microphysical scale. Ground-based and space-based remote sensing produce25

aggregated data in the form of bulk properties (an average measure of particles, e.g.
cloud optical depth) with ground-based data having the potential for much finer reso-
lution. Point-based remote sensing from the ground at high temporal resolution can
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capture changes in the microphysical and optical properties at a scale that resolves
the processes of interest and thus may be considered a proxy for disaggregated data.
For satellite-based sensors, the basic areal unit of study, the pixel, tends to be arbitrary
relative to the process being studied, and is based rather on general optimization of
the sensor. For each of these types of observation, the basic units of measure are5

‘modifiable’ through the use of statistical methods for upscaling or aggregation of the
data. This is often the case with operational products where retrievals require some
amount of averaging or with global coverage products that are much more reasonably
distributed and examined at coarser resolutions.

By progressively increasing the level of aggregation of data, the heterogeneity in10

either the aerosol or cloud microphysical variable internal to the sampling unit is lost.
Additionally, the influence of other variables (e.g. L or vertical air velocity w, which drive
supersaturation production and drop activation) may be changed by enlarging the area
over which these other parameters contribute. If they are not controlled for, e.g. by
constraining L, the resulting measures may reflect those of multiple processes, and15

result in ambiguity.
The most accurate values of ACI will result from calculations employing L-

constrained, disaggregated data. However, we wish to implement this knowledge at
the global scale for which the required fine resolution of either observations or models
is not feasible and for which the operational products from satellite sensors are con-20

venient. Below, we provide some illustrations of the impact of scale on quantifying the
albedo effect that address the above dilemma. If we are to exploit data over a wide
range of scales, from in situ to global coverage using satellite-based sensors, an un-
derstanding of the associated error is required. The following discussion is intended to
illuminate the primary causes of that error.25
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3 Methods

To illustrate the potential effects of aggregation on the statistical properties of data, we
use a range of data sources over the northeast Pacific Ocean. Our data sources are
associated with the marine stratocumulus cloud regime, and derive from the Dynamics
and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus Phase II (DYCOMS II) experiment (Stevens5

et al., 2003), which took place off the coast of southern California in July of 2001, as
well as the DOE deployment to the northern coast of California in 2005. We draw from
cloud-resolving model output, ground-based in situ and remote sensing, and satellite-
based remote sensing products of aerosol and cloud properties from the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiomenter (MODIS) sensor aboard the Terra satellite. A10

description of the various data sources and pertinent information is provided here.

3.1 Disaggregated data: Pt. Reyes surface observations

High-resolution surface observations are used as a proxy for disaggregated data as
previously indicated. Measurements of aerosol and cloud properties are taken from the
Department of Energy deployment of the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM)15

Mobile Facility to Pt. Reyes, CA that ran from March to September of 2005. Near-
continuous in situ observations of aerosol and cloud properties as well as radiometer
observations of L are available along with daytime observations of τc at a temporal
resolution of 20 s. These data are used to produce daily, high temporal resolution
correlation statistics between aerosol and cloud properties.20

3.2 Aggregated data: MODIS

MODIS scenes from 20 July 2001, during the DYCOMS II experiment, are used as
examples of aggregated data. The scenes are located just off the California coast over
the DYCOMS II operating region and extending over a larger area of the northeast
Pacific. Level 2 data are used which provides instantaneous cloud properties at 1 km25
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(Platnick et al., 2003) and aerosol properties at 10 km (Remer et al., 2005) resolution,
as well as daily averaged Level 3 global coverage data at 1 degree resolution.

3.3 Cloud-resolving model output

Model output is especially useful for exploring scale effects on quantifying aerosol-
cloud interactions since, unlike most observations, co-located variables required for the5

calculations are present in each grid cell and at each time step. We use model output
from the Weather and Research Forecasting (WRF) Model run in cloud-resolving mode
(Wang and Feingold, 2009) to illustrate the effects of data aggregation on ACI. The
WRF model was implemented using environmental parameters from the DYCOMS II
experiment. Simulations were made on 300 m (horizontal)×30 m (vertical) grids over a10

60×60 km domain with a time step of two seconds. Snapshots of model output are ex-
amined at 15 min intervals. Cloud optical depth τc from the native WRF runs are shown
in the top row of Fig. 4. The three separate instances (a, b, and c) represent different
aerosol concentrations Na and temporal evolutions (t) as follows: (a) Na =500 cm−3,
t= 3 h, (b) Na =500 cm−3, t= 6 h, (c) Na =150 cm−3, t= 9 h. These different instances15

result in cloud fields in various stages of open and closed cell development with distinct
patterns and distributions of cloud properties.

3.4 PDF sampling for ACI estimation

The WRF model runs were all initialized with a constant aerosol concentration Na
across the domain so that there is little spatial and temporal variability in Na, except in20

strongly precipitating conditions. However, in order to calculate correlations between
cloud and aerosol properties, as well as ACI, a range of Na must be present. To achieve
this, we ignore the Na used to generate the simulations and instead use a randomly
generated normal distribution of Na with a mean at the initial modeled Na. Next we build
a joint L and updraft velocity w distribution using the WRF output. Using a method of25

random sampling that accesses all possible combinations of the Na and joint L; w
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probability distribution functions (PDF), each set of Na, L and w are used as input to
an adiabatic cloud parcel model (Feingold and Heymsfield, 1992) to produce a proxy
data set for τc (Nd and re). A flowchart representing this method is given in Fig. 4.
Since the random generation of Na distributions and the sampling approach results in
slight variations in the value of ACI with each separate realization, averages are taken5

to achieve a robust estimate of ACI. Each data point in an ACI calculation shown in
this study is an average from a set of n=30 realizations of the parcel model run on 30
uniquely generated PDFs of Na.

This method of sampling data in conjunction with the use of a process-scale model
provides a comprehensive data set of well distributed Na, L, and τc from which to10

calculate and explore the impacts of aggregation and other data constraints on ACI.
Note that application of this methodology does not preserve the original τc PDF in the
WRF simulations because a PDF of Na has been applied to generate the PDF of τc;
nevertheless, average τc is similar. This does not detract from the results since the
illustrative nature of these exercises is key.15

We will apply this methodology in Sect. 4 and also explore extended applications
of this approach in semi-empirical quantifications and model parameterizations of the
cloud-albedo effect, in Sect. 5.

4 Observational biases in ACI

WRF model output is used to illustrate the basic effects of aggregation on statistics of20

cloud microphysical properties. Progressive aggregation of the WRF-derived τc field
from the original resolution of 0.3 km to 6 km (Fig. 5) results in changes in several
basic statistical parameters. Note the different scale bars and decrease in range (the
difference between maximum and minimum values of τc) with each level of aggregation
in Fig. 5. The scene s2, and τc probability distribution functions PDFs for each of these25

scenes are provided in Fig. 6. The homogeneity parameter γ = (µ/s2) (Barker, 1996;
Wood and Hartman, 2006), where µ is the mean and s is the standard deviation of τc,
is included in addition to s2 in reference to several other studies that use this parameter.
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As expected, the scene variance decreases and homogeneity increases as the level
of aggregation increases. As a result, the PDF becomes narrower and more peaked
with progressive aggregation. A narrowing of the PDFs with aggregation (Fig. 6) occurs
in response to the loss of variance, but the degree and level of aggregation at which
this occurs is dependent on cloud morphology. For instance, by visual inspection of5

Fig. 4a, it is evident that the clouds have a characteristic length scale of ∼2–3 km. In
Fig. 4c, the characteristic length scale is ∼20 km. In Fig. 6, a distinct threshold in γ
and the PDF for Fig. 4a is reached near the characteristic length scale of 2.4 km, with
a more subtle change reached in s2 at that scale. For Fig. 4c, no such threshold is
evident in Fig. 6 up to an aggregation level of 6 km. Constraints on the domain size of10

the WRF runs do not permit further aggregations. The change in these parameters is
nonlinear with scale and different for the three different cloud regimes in accord with the
level of organization and characteristic length scales of the cloud features. The specific
impacts of varying organization and cloud field morphology on statistical parameters
will be discussed further in the following section.15

Figure 7 provides the correlation coefficient between Na and τc from the PDF sam-
pling outlined in Fig. 5. The correlation coefficient r shows a dramatic increase with ag-
gregation as expected from previous discussions, with the amount of increase varying
with the correlation length scale of cloud features in each of the scenes from Fig. 4a–c.
Despite theoretical (Eq. 2) and empirical evidence that aggregation leads to an in-20

crease in rxy , which would lead to an increase in the slope parameter, we see the
“opposite” in published values specific to ACI calculations as data sources move from
in situ airborne and ground-based remote sensing to satellite studies with increasingly
coarse resolutions (Fig. 1b). Why is this the case? It will be shown that two factors spe-
cific to the quantification of the albedo effect produce the dampening trend of ACI with25

decreasing resolution as seen in the literature: (1) the separation between retrieved
aerosol and cloud properties in horizontal space in passive satellite remote sensing
products and (2) the lack of constraint on L when performing ACI calculations.
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4.1 Separation in horizontal space between aerosol and cloud properties

Many airborne field campaigns have measured near-coincident in situ aerosol and
cloud microphysical properties (e.g. Twomey, 1974; Twohy et al., 2005 and refs therein)
or have used stacked aircraft to assess the cloud albedo effect by measuring re-
flectance in a single column (Brenguier et al., 2003; Roberts et al., 2008). Measure-5

ments of aerosol-cloud interactions using ground-based remote sensing in a single
column of air have been made using Raman lidar extinction of sub-cloud aerosol (Fein-
gold et al., 2003) or surface aerosol alternatives (e.g. Garrett et al., 2004; Kim et al.,
2008; Lihavainen et al., 2008; McComiskey et al., 2009) together with re retrieved from
cloud radar and microwave radiometer to assess the effect in a column of air. In these10

approaches, instantaneous, co-located measurements of aerosol and cloud properties
in a single column improve confidence that the aerosol population measured is that
with the potential to impact the cloud properties measured.

The primary source of aerosol and cloud properties used in studies intended to pro-
vide a global perspective are space-based, passive remote sensors. However, co-15

located retrievals of aerosol and cloud properties from these sensors are not physically
possible and an assumption is made that the aerosol is sufficiently homogeneous such
that measurements made between clouds are representative of the aerosol feeding into
the cloud from below. Even with this assumption, there is potential for aerosol mea-
surements between clouds to be contaminated by humidification, cloud fragments, and20

enhanced photon scattering (see e.g. discussion in Koren et al., 2009), although these
issues are not addressed here. When separated in space or time, the relationship be-
tween the measured aerosol concentration and assumed resulting cloud microphysics
are likely less representative of actual relationships. The extent to which this separation
error degrades results depends on the heterogeneity of the aerosol and cloud property25

distribution in space.
The Level 2 MODIS scene in Fig. 8 illustrates the separation between aerosol optical

depth and cloud optical depth that might be used in an analysis of the albedo effect.
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There is no information on the variation in aerosol amount in the locations of elevated τc
such as the ship tracks seen in the upper center portion of the scene. At this scale it is
clear that the aerosol properties are not complete with respect to the location of cloud
to meet the criteria of a process-scale analysis. While MODIS Level 2 data provide
instantaneous properties with global coverage, they are generally not used in global-5

scale analyses due to the volume of data that would be required. More often, Level 3
daily averaged data produced on a regular, 1-degree grid are used for these analyses.

With passive satellite remote sensing where aerosol and cloud can not be measured
simultaneously, such aggregation of aerosol and cloud properties over larger areas
(time periods) allows for the population of grid cells (regular time steps) with measured10

values, where previously there were missing values. Computationally, this provides co-
located properties where they may not have existed at finer resolution. However, this
computational aggregation may not preserve statistical accuracy in the variables. This
phenomenon can be observed in the MODIS Level 3 images in Fig. 9 as compared to
the images in Fig. 8 where the insets in Fig. 9 represent the same area of the scenes15

in Fig. 8. Co-located aerosol and cloud optical depths increase greatly in the Level 3
data but the values also change, becoming more homogeneous.

Levy et al. (2009) showed that different approaches to averaging MODIS data for
monthly average aerosol optical depth products produce different empirical results,
sometimes by more that 30 %. This is due to different sampling issues caused by the20

satellite orbital geometry, limitations of the retrieval algorithm in some conditions such
as, but not limited to, cloud cover, and the consequent weighting strategies used to
account for these issues. One exercise showed that monthly averaged values were
dampened systematically by 10 % compared to daily averaged values. Depending on
the approach taken to averaging, the results may vary enough to bias quantification of25

indirect effects appreciably.
The amount of separation between individual, retrievable aerosol and cloud observa-

tions in any given analysis using passive remote sensors will depend on cloud fraction
and so the bias will, again, be dependent on cloud regime. Commonly, stratiform
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clouds have been targeted for airborne and ground-based studies of the cloud-albedo
effect not only for their continuous cover and amenability to sampling, but also for their
importance in affecting global radiative forcing and climate sensitivity. These clouds
provide conditions for more accurate analyses from ground-based and in situ observa-
tions but, because of their high relative cloud fraction, stratiform clouds would produce5

the largest biases in satellite analyses due to separation. Grandey and Stier (2010)
found that errors in quantifying the albedo effect from space were most notable in stra-
tocumulus regions due to variability in aerosol and cloud properties that could not be
resolved as spatial resolution decreased.

The effect of separation between individual observations of retrieved aerosol and10

cloud properties is most easily quantified with high temporal resolution ground-based
remote sensing data taken from the ARM Mobile Facility, Pt. Reyes deployment. The
data in Fig. 10 is representative of the same cloud regime used to initialize the WRF
model runs employed in this study, thus the cloud characteristics are very similar.
Nd was calculated from τc and L (e.g. Bennartz, 2007) originally sampled at 20 s while15

NCCN, assumed to vary more slowly, was originally sampled at 30 min then resampled
to match the sampling frequency of Nd. To investigate the effect of separation, we
apply increasing lag times between aerosol and cloud data and calculate their cross-
correlation. The correlation between Nd and NCCN at zero lag time is r =0.38. The
cross-correlations at increasing lag times show that the correlation is reduced by nearly20

half (to r =0.18) over a period of 30 min, or over a distance of 10–20 km depending on
a range of wind velocities between 5–10 m s−1 used to approximate distance from time
(McComiskey et al., 2009). The correlation is near zero after a lag time of 60 min.

Anderson et al. (2003) examined the variability of aerosol properties over space/time
from ground, air, and space to better implement synergy among observational ap-25

proaches and modeling of aerosol impacts on global climate. They found that sig-
nificant variability occurs on horizontal scales of 40–400 km and temporal scales of
2–48 h. Separation (and/or aggregation) across larger areas would dampen the signal
in calculations of indirect radiative forcing by aerosols. At scales smaller than this, it
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might be safe to assume that the aerosol adjacent to clouds is a good proxy for that
between the clouds (neglecting cloud contamination of the aerosol measurement). The
range of 40–400 km is large, however, and spans the bulk of resolutions used in studies
of ACI (see Fig. 1b).

In a comparison of L retrievals from ground-based microwave radiometers and5

space-based sensors, Schutgens and Roebeling (2009) found that the errors due to
poor collocation of the sensors, including offset and field-of view differences dominated
those due to other factors, such as differences in retrieval algorithms. Interestingly, as
space-based resolution increased, errors actually increased rather than decreased if
sensor offsets were not accounted for, showing a sensitivity to small-scale variability in10

L. Wood and Hartmann (2006) found the dominant scales of L variability to be between
10–50 km, resolvable by sensors from all types of platforms but smaller than the typical
scales of ≥1◦ for satellite analyses made from global products with useful, continuous
global coverage.

Mathematically, separation will tend to decrease the correlation between aerosol and15

cloud properties, which will decrease the slope parameter, or ACI. When aggregation
is used to improve the frequency of co-located aerosol and cloud properties the effect
on ACI may be variable and depend on the individual set of distributions, but the likely
rapid loss in correlation due to separation would lead to lower ACI values. The variable
errors produced by separation of aerosol and cloud measurements in space and time20

using different measurement approaches poses a problem when evaluating satellite
analyses by ground-based or in situ observations. Evaluating results from this range
of different measurement approaches within the same context requires a consideration
of scale-specific biases for each approach.

4.2 Ignoring the constraint on cloud liquid water path25

Cloud optical depth and reflectance are highly correlated with L (Schwartz et al., 2002;
Kim et al., 2003). Various factors including meteorology and cloud drop microphysi-
cal properties can result in variability in τc. By constraining changes in τc by L, the
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remaining variability will be due primarily to changes in microphysical properties as-
sociated with variation in aerosol. Without this constraint, larger-scale meteorologi-
cal processes that produce variability in L and therefore τc will confound detection of
aerosol-cloud interactions.

The constraint of L when calculating ACI is often ignored in satellite-based analyses5

due the difficulty in achieving an independent measure of L coincident with other cloud
and aerosol properties. When unconstrained, the regression slope is flattened due to
the spread of uncorrelated aerosol and cloud parameters across different L values that
exist in varied meteorological conditions. This was shown using ground-based obser-
vations from Pt. Reyes (McComiskey et al., 2009). Here, the PDF sampling methodol-10

ogy described in 3.4 is applied to WRF model output to illustrate the impact of ignoring
the constraint of L when quantifying ACI and to show the robustness of this result.

Figure 11 represents all of the data points from Fig. 5b at its native (highest) resolu-
tion. Each variable is grouped based on 10 g m−2L bins and the colored data represent
a sample of those bins. ACI is calculated based on the method outlined in Sect. 3.415

and the flow diagram in Fig. 5. Independent calculations of ACI are made using the Na
and τc data from each bin and also for the full set of data in the scene, unconstrained
by L. The unconstrained ACI value of 0.16 is lower than any of the constrained values
of 0.22, 0.26, and 0.32. If an averaged ACI is calculated from each of the independent
L bins, weighted by the number of data points in each bin, the value is 0.22.20

Plane parallel radiative transfer calculations following McComiskey and Fein-
gold (2008) shown in Fig. 2 indicate that the difference in constrained versus uncon-
strained ACI would result in a difference in local (100 % cloud cover) radiative forcing
of the cloud albedo effect of approximately 3 Wm−2 (given a change in CCN from 100
to 300 cm−3, L=125 g m−2) or approximately 0.75 Wm−2 for a globe with a 25 % liquid25

water cloud fraction, discounting 3-D radiative transfer effects. This is a potentially im-
portant source of bias in observationally based radiative forcing estimates of the albedo
effect.
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With progressive aggregation of data, the result above holds until the statistical prop-
erties of the cloud and aerosol data become too altered to allow for a valid ACI calcu-
lation. Figure 12 shows the constrained and unconstrained ACI values at each level of
aggregation for the three scenes in Fig. 4 (top row). A distinct feature is that the differ-
ence between constrained and unconstrained ACIvalues increases as the heterogene-5

ity within the cloud field increases (Fig. 4, top row) from the relatively homogeneous
case of closed cells in Fig. 4a to the open cell, highly organized case of Fig. 4c. This
is clearly an effect of the increasingly disparate values of L within each scene. The
small difference between constrained and unconstrained ACI values in Fig. 4a for the
highest level of aggregation is consistent with the high homogeneity parameter for this10

case (Fig. 6).
The amount of bias that cloud field heterogeneity produces in quantifying the albedo

effect is based on the analysis scale and heterogeneity of the measured property in-
ternal to that unit of observation. In a homogeneous scene, aggregation of properties
results in a relatively accurate representation of the finer-scale properties and pro-15

cesses. However, as organization and pattern become more distinct and complex,
aggregation will cause loss of information associated with that pattern. On even larger
scales, global studies using satellite-based observations lump various cloud types with
widely varying patterns, as well as aerosol with varying properties, by aggregating over
regularly gridded data (Grandey and Stier, 2010). In such cases, the trend of increasing20

differences between ACI constrained and unconstrained by L with scene heterogeneity
could result in unconstrained ACI values that are biased very low, such as the analyses
that fall to the right of the plot in Fig. 1b with resolutions on the order of 5◦.

The trend in ACI with increasing aggregation shown in Fig. 12 is generally flat with
some distinct exceptions. Most notably, the unconstrained values are less than the25

constrained values in all but a couple of cases. The exceptions occur only at high level
of aggregation. A closer look at the data reveals that, for these particular exceptions,
the ranges of variability of aerosol and cloud properties have become too narrow with
aggregation to provide a physically meaningful regression slope.
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In this example, larger ACI values are typically a function of narrowed distributions
that occur with aggregation, similar to the narrowing of the τc PDFs in Fig. 6. Similar
results were found for the ground-based data from Pt. Reyes in which the days that
had low variability in aerosol concentrations did not provide useful ACI values because
distributions were too narrow to achieve a meaningful regression slope (McComiskey5

et al., 2009). Here we see that the same result can occur from artificially narrowing
distributions through aggregation. Generally, this affects data sets in which sample
numbers are limited and is not encountered in global scale analyses for which the
number of samples is adequate. In the case of global analyses, ACI is most often
dampened due to the lack of constraint on L and separation between measured aerosol10

and cloud properties.
Looking into the individual realizations that make up the ACI values in Fig. 12 pro-

vides valuable information for understanding the issues associated with calculating ACI
with less-than-ideal data sets. Figure 13 contains the individual ACI calculations (based
on Sect. 3.4) from the scene in Fig. 4c, top row for the constrained and unconstrained15

values at the finest (0.3 km) and coarsest (6 km) resolutions. The set of realizations
is stable for both the constrained and unconstrained calculations at 0.3 km resolution
and fall within the physically meaningful limits of the relationship Eq. (1a) between 0
and 0.33. With substantial aggregation to 6 km, spurious values of ACI appear for both
constrained and unconstrained calculations, but more so for the unconstrained calcu-20

lations. This is due to the fact that aggregation results in fewer data points from which
to calculate a regression slope, resulting in an ACI value that is not robust.

In general, this exercise has shown that unconstrained ACI values tend to be lower
than properly calculated, constrained values. While the use of unconstrained values is
not appropriate for quantifying the albedo effect, the relationships may have a different25

but equally physically useful meaning. The relationships derived between aerosol and
cloud properties without constraint on L are ipso facto more representative of the full
system of aerosol-cloud interactions feeding back on themselves rather than just the
albedo effect. Hence, the range of radiative forcing from observational estimates shown
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in Fig. 1a (at right) from −0.5 to −3.9 Wm−2 may also be more representative of the
multitude of aerosol-cloud interactions with feedbacks rather than solely the albedo
effect. Appropriately interpreted, this observed quantity could be used effectively with
models for diagnosing the broader class of aerosol-cloud interactions.

5 Observationally-based measurement of ACI using regime-dependent PDFs5

We have shown that, for processes such as the albedo effect that operate on the micro-
physical scale, the use of aggregated data results in errors of statistics and sampling,
resulting in biases in associated radiative forcing estimates. Additionally, lack of con-
straints on the analysis, common with the use of aggregated data, results in a low bias.
However, disaggregated data does not easily lend itself to global coverage and, for10

regional-to-global scale studies that can address climate issues, data must be scaled-
up in a manner that preserves accuracy. An approach to an observationally-based
estimate of the albedo effect that uses data in conjunction with a process model was
outlined previously (Sect. 3.4; Fig. 5) and applied to WRF model output in Figs. 11, 12,
and 13. It is detailed here in the context of employing observational data rather than the15

WRF model output. The objective is to devise an observationally-based approach to ra-
diative forcing estimates and to reduce model uncertainty or biases in those estimates.
This proposed approach preserves the internal heterogeneity of units of observation
though the use of PDFs rather than means.

The methodology is reiterated here with reference to non-precipitating clouds with20

relatively small influence of drop coalescence processes and related feedbacks such
as wet removal of aerosol. To calculate ACI we require PDFs of L (preferably joint with
w; see below) and a measure of aerosol concentration. An independent measure of L
is desirable, provided it is at a matched scale. The PDFs are randomly sampled and
used as input to a cloud parcel model (or parameterization thereof), which yields the25

associated PDF of τc or a proxy (Nd or re) that represents the detailed physical pro-
cesses involved in microphysical-scale aerosol-cloud interactions. The model ensures
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that processes relevant to drop activation are well represented. The physics included
in the model could vary by regime, depending, for example, on cloud type, adiabatic
liquid water fraction, and/or aerosol composition. While we have presented this ap-
proach with an adiabatic model for simplicity, it could easily be extended to include
sub-adiabaticity using either continuous (e.g. Lee and Pruppacher, 1977) or discrete5

(Krueger et al., 1997) mixing models.
Because of the inherent coupling between L and w, the fidelity of the calculations

can be increased if the dependence on the joint distributions of L; w is included, as in
Sect. 3. This is especially true under high aerosol loadings where w plays an increas-
ingly important role in influencing the strength of the cloud response to aerosol (Fein-10

gold, 2003; McComiskey et al., 2009). Recent efforts combining Doppler radar and
microwave radiometer are beginning to produce such PDFs (P. Kollias and E. Luke,
personal communication, 2011) but the extent to which these are dependent on cloud
regime must be ascertained before they can be applied more generally.

The random sampling of the aerosol and joint L; w distributions described above rep-15

resents the full range of possible couplings between aerosol, cloud water, and updraft
velocity characteristics over a given domain. This provides “co-located” sets of aerosol,
cloud optical depth, and cloud liquid water that span the entire range of likely values in a
given regime or geographical location. Typical distributions for different cloud regimes
in different geographical locations will result in characteristic globally and temporally20

distributed ACI values.
An example of data sets that could be used with this methodology are PDFs collected

over space and time at relatively high spatial resolution, e.g. MODIS Level 2 data at
1–10 km. These provide a representative distribution of the properties that occur at a
given location and/or season over the long-term (albeit without vertical velocity) and25

are, thus, statistically well-constrained. Sampling these full distributions to calculate
ACI would provide a result with bounds on the potential strength of the albedo effect
and a probable mean value for the effect. As discussed in the previous section, the
source of frequency distributions required for this exercise will vary depending on cloud
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and aerosol heterogeneity in a particular regime and so must be determined for a set
of self-similar geographical locations and seasons.

Both ground- and space-based observations including active and passive remote
sensing can contribute to building such distributions and can provide added dimen-
sionality to the data (e.g. precipitating vs. non-precipitating conditions; Lebsock et al.,5

2008). This might also yield more opportunity to retrieve cloud and/or aerosol proper-
ties with optimal estimation techniques (e.g. Feingold et al., 2006). Additionally, high-
resolution sensors can be used synergistically with high-coverage sensors to better
quantify the biases incurred in the latter. The combination of high- coverage and high-
resolution sensors can also be put to use if one considers that coarser resolutions are10

appropriate for some observables such as radiative flux for climatological applications,
while direct measurements of microphysics require finer scales of observations.

The attractiveness of this method is that it is applicable to observational and model-
generated properties and can potentially be used in observationally-based radiative
forcing estimates as described above, as well as model evaluation and possibly empir-15

ical model parameterization. For the latter, distributions of aerosol, cloud, and updraft
velocity parameters within a model grid cell can be used to designate an appropri-
ate value of ACI. Computationally, this would provide a less expensive method than
activation parameterization schemes but a more accurate approach than global single-
value ACI-based estimates. Alternatively, the characteristic globally- and seasonally-20

determined ACI values from the previously described observationally-based analysis
could be used in models in place of a single, global value.

6 Discussion and conclusions

The influence of aerosol on cloud albedo is recognized as a major unknown. It likely
results in a cooling of the planet, the magnitude of which is poorly constrained. Our25

contention is that model estimates of the radiative impacts of the albedo effect that are
based on observed aerosol-cloud interaction ACI metrics are biased due to a mismatch
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between process and analysis scales. The historic use of a single measure ACI based
on data from a range of different observational scales and platforms results in widely
varying answers.

Simple numerical aggregation of data to reach a desired geographical scale does
not produce the intended, physically meaningful result at that scale. This is readily5

seen in the literature that addresses the quantification of the microphysical aspect of
the albedo effect, as measured here by ACI. The questions raised here extend beyond
the albedo effect; the same issues pertain to other metrics of aerosol-cloud interactions
such as aerosol-cloud fraction relationships and aerosol impacts on precipitation such
as precipitation susceptibility (e.g. Sorooshian et al., 2009). There the problems are10

even more difficult because, unlike ACI, they are not constrained by simple physical
principles Eq. (1).

Several conclusions relevant to biases in calculating ACI across scales can be drawn
from the above illustrations.

ACI employed directly in its form presented in Eq. (1) is useful with process-15

level/small-scale measurements but is not appropriate for quantifying the albedo effect
using aggregated/large-scale measurements from passive, space-based remote sen-
sors, especially in the absence of a constraint on L. Ignoring the constraint on L in
calculations of ACI for any observational approach produces a dampening of the signal
leading to weaker radiative forcing estimates. The magnitude of this bias is dependent20

on cloud field morphology (cloud regime) and the interaction of the characteristic scale
of cloud features and aerosol distributions with the observational or analysis scale. The
bias increases with increasing heterogeneity in the cloud scene (i.e. increasing variabil-
ity in L). Separation between aerosol and cloud properties in space and/or time result
in reduced correlation between the parameters and dampened ACI values. Because of25

these two issues, observed regional-to-global-scale correlations between aerosol and
cloud without appropriate constraints on cloud liquid water do not accurately represent
the microphysical-scale interactions between aerosol and cloud albedo. This results in
biases in radiative forcing estimates of the cloud-albedo effect in GCMs.
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The examination of Grandey and Stier (2010) into the impacts of scale on quantifying
the albedo effect concluded that successive aggregation of satellite data from resolu-
tions of 1◦ ×1◦ to 60◦ ×60◦ resulted in an associated radiative forcing that “increased”
with coarser resolution. This is in contrast to the ACI results we show in Fig. 1b from
studies throughout the literature that span a range of scales. They used a derivation5

of Nd = f (τc and re) from MODIS that should in principle be independent of L and thus
their results were not affected by lack of constraint on L, but predominately by simple
aggregation effects as discussed here in Sect. 2. Here, we have focused on the bi-
ases that are incurred in calculation of ACI using aggregated data, which includes all
satellite-based observations, as opposed to disaggregated data, which better repre-10

sents the microphysical processes of interest. We find that, in this case, simple aggre-
gation biases are dominated by the effect of separation of aerosol and cloud properties
in space and time and the lack of constraint on L, resulting in associated radiative forc-
ings that are “lower” with decreasing resolution. From these two studies it becomes
clear that consideration of the scale and approach to quantifying aerosol-cloud interac-15

tions is essential, with no simple recipe for doing so.
Alternative approaches to quantifying the albedo effect exist and should be

capitalized upon. Alternatives may include the combination of multiple available pas-
sive and active space-based sensors with airborne and ground-based measurements,
process-scale modeling, and extrapolation of results using disaggregated data to20

larger-scales. As the errors in these quantifications are related to cloud field morphol-
ogy, considering these approaches on a regime-dependent basis may help to minimize
that error. The use of regime-dependent PDFs of aerosol and cloud properties may
also lead to progress in observationally-based estimates of the albedo effect as well
as datasets that could be used for model evaluation and parameterization. We have25

presented a methodology for such an observationally-based assessment of the albedo
effect based on sampling of the full range of the PDF of aerosol and the PDF of liquid
water path (preferably joint with updraft velocity).
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The question of what is the appropriate scale at which to observe and character-
ize processes related to aerosol-cloud interactions has been posed many times. It is
our assertion that to quantify the albedo effect accurately, disaggregated data (in situ
measurements) should be used, or data aggregated only up to the scale that hetero-
geneity in aerosol and cloud properties is preserved within reasonable error bounds5

(ground-based remote sensing). Accurate measures from aggregated data are possi-
ble to the extent that they are constrained by this spatial or temporal heterogeneity. If
these critical scales are not taken into consideration, a heterogeneity- (and therefore
geographical- or regime-) dependent bias in ACI will result.

Informed studies using aggregated data require an understanding of the character-10

istic length scales over which cloud and aerosol properties vary. Typical scales of vari-
ability for aerosols have been discussed (Anderson et al., 2003), although a much finer
resolution of this variability would benefit observational and modeling efforts (P. Stier,
personal communication, 2011). Many studies have addressed the properties of cloud
spatial variability in reference to dynamics and radiation (e.g. Barker, 2000), but for indi-15

rect effects there is the added complexity of assessing the change in covariance prop-
erties with the scale of the aerosol and cloud observations. Quantifying length scales
of heterogeneity in different cloud regimes to reduce aggregational error in analyses of
aerosol-cloud interactions is a non-trivial problem that will require a focused research
effort.20

With respect to future analyses of this integrated set of indirect effects, it seems intu-
itive that studying the system of indirect effects as they interact and perhaps moderate
(Stevens and Feingold, 2009) one another would include some form of multivariate
regression analysis. While the effect of aggregation on univariate and bivariate statis-
tics is somewhat intuitive and relatively well understood, the effects on multivariate25

statistics is highly complex and no trends or potential solutions have been proffered,
to the authors’ knowledge, although it is a subject of great interest in other fields of
study. Ongoing work is focused on regime dependent differences in cloud organiza-
tional structure and morphology relative to aerosol distributions to determine the most
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appropriate approaches to characterizing the full range of indirect effects in the system.
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Table 1. References used in Fig. 1b. All studies address low or liquid clouds.

method/instrument parameters used ACIτ resolution temporal averaging L*

Ground
Feingold et al. (2003) RS 0.10 20 s yes
Garrett et al. (2004) RS+in situ 0.15 30 min yes
Kim et al. (2008) RS+in situ 0.15 5 min yes
Lihavainen et al. (2008) in situ 0.24 1 h yes
McComiskey et al. (2009) RS+in situ 0.16 20 s yes

Airborne
Twohy et al. (2005) in situ 0.27 10–60 min
Raga and Jonas (1993) in situ 0.09 NA no
Martin et al. (1994) in situ 0.25 30 km
Gultepe et al. (1996) in situ 0.22 ∼12km yes
O’Dowd et al. (1999) in situ 0.20
McFarquhar and Heymsfield (2001) in situ 0.11
Ramanathan (2001) in situ 0.21–0.33
Lu et al. (2007) in situ 0.19 30 km
Lu et al. 2008 in situ 0.14 leg means

Satellite
Nakajima et al. (2001) AVHRR Nd ; Na 0.17 0.5◦ 4 months
Bulgin et al. (2008) ASTER-2 re ; τa 0.10–0.16 (0.13) 1◦ seasona l/3 months no
Kaufman et al. (2005) MODIS re;AI 0.046–0.174 (0.0975) 1◦ simultaneous/daily no
Sekiguchi et al. (2003) AVHRR re ; Na 0.1 2.5◦ daily no
Lebsock et al. (2008) MODIS re ;AI 0.07 1 km to 1◦ simultaneous no
Sekiguchi et al. (2003) POLDER re ; Na 0.07 (ocean) 2.5◦ monthly no
Quaas et al. (2006) MODIS Nd ; τa 0.04 3.75◦ ×5◦ daily
Quaas et al. (2004) POLDER re ; AI 0.04 (ocean)/0.012 (land) 3.75◦ ×5◦ simultaneous no

* L-constraint used in calculation of ACI
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Figures 
 

 
 
Figure 1 
 

 
Figure 2 
 
  

Fig. 1. (a) Radiative forcing estimates by each IPCC model and the overall IPCC radiative
forcing estimate in comparison to an observational estimate for the cloud albedo effect resulting
from the values in (b). (b) Values from the literature quantifying the albedo effect using some
variant of Eq. (1), expressed here as ACIτ , and plotted as a function of scale (resolution) of the
study. Closed symbols are those that calculate the original variant of ACI with constraint on
cloud water and open symbols are those that ignore the constraint on cloud water.
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Figures 
 

 
 
Figure 1 
 

 
Figure 2 
 
  

Fig. 2. The amount of forcing as ACIτ varies across the observed range in Fig. 1b. Values for
forcing are given for the difference of four different NCCN concentrations from NCCN =100 cm−3

and the shaded envelopes represent the range of forcing for each of these concentrations for a
range of L from 50–200 g m−2.
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Figure 3 
 
 
 
  

Fig. 3. Change in variance s2 with aggregation of two simple datasets (a) from Jelinski and
Wu (1996) and (b) randomly generated numbers. Note the constant value for the mean µ in
each case as the variance decreases with aggregation.
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Figure 4 
 Fig. 4. Modeled τc for three aerosol conditions and stages of temporal evolution: (a)

Na =500 cm−3, t = 3 h, (b) Na =500 cm−3, t = 6 h, (c) Na =150 cm−3, t = 9 h. The five levels
of aggregation represent resolutions of 0.3, 0.6, 1.2, 2.4, and 6 km.
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Figure 5 
 

 
 
Figure 6 
 

Fig. 5. Flow chart of the random sampling method for a semi-empirical approach to ACI calcu-
lations. PDFs for input to a process-scale model can be built from a variety of sources including
model output and measurements made at a range of scales.
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Figure 5 
 

 
 
Figure 6 
 

Fig. 6. Statistical parameters variance s2, homogeneity parameter γ, and PDFs of τc for the
native resolution and aggregated scenes (a), (b), and (c) in Fig. 4.
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Figure 7 
 

Fig. 7. Statistical parameter r for τc vs. Nd for the native resolution and aggregated scenes
from (a), (b), and (c) in Fig. 4.
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Figure 8 
  Fig. 8. MODIS Level 2 data over the northeast Pacific Ocean on 20 July 2001: cloud optical

depth (top) at 1 km resolution and aerosol optical depth (bottom) at 10 km resolution.
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Figure 9 
 
 
  

Fig. 9. MODIS Level 3 global data on 20 July 2001: cloud optical depth (top) and aerosol
optical depth (bottom), both at 1-degree resolution. The insets represent the same area as the
scenes in Fig. 8 over the northeast Pacific Ocean.
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Figure 10 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 11 
 
  

Fig. 10. Lagged cross-correlation of Nd and NCCN from the DOE Pt. Reyes ARM Mobile Facility
deployment in 2005.
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Figure 10 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 11 
 
  

Fig. 11. Pairs of Na and τc produced by a parcel model following the PDF sampling method
in Fig. 5 using aerosol and cloud property inputs derived from the high resolution case of WRF
scene (b) in Fig. 4. Grey symbols represent all data points from the modeled scene and colored
symbols represent selected 10 g m−2 L bins. The black line represents the unconstrained slope
or ACI resulting from all data points and the colored lines represent the slopes for that L bin, or
selected constrained ACI values.
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Figure 12 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 13 
 
 

Fig. 12. Unconstrained and constrained ACI with change in level of aggregation for scenes
(a), (b), and (c) in Fig. 5 (top row).
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Figure 12 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 13 
 
 

Fig. 13. Constrained (C) and unconstrained (U) ACI for the finest and coarsest resolutions of
scene (c) from Fig. 5. Each set of constrained and unconstrained values consists of 30 data
points. The horizontal lines at ACI=0 and 0.33 mark the physical limit.
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